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Revised edition of the best-selling memoir that has been read by over a million people

worldwide with translations in 29 languages.After too many years of unfulfilling work, Bronnie

Ware began searching for a job with heart. Despite having no formal qualifications or previous

experience in the field, she found herself working in palliative care. During the time she spent

tending to those who were dying, Bronnie's life was transformed. Later, she wrote an Internet

blog post, outlining the most common regrets that the people she had cared for had expressed.

The post gained so much momentum that it was viewed by more than three million readers

worldwide in its first year. At the request of many, Bronnie subsequently wrote a book, The Top

Five Regrets of the Dying, to share her story.Bronnie has had a colourful and diverse life. By

applying the lessons of those nearing their death to her own life, she developed an

understanding that it is possible for everyone, if we make the right choices, to die with peace of

mind.In this revised edition of the best-selling memoir that has been read by over a million

people worldwide, with translations in 29 languages, Bronnie expresses how significant these

regrets are and how we can positively address these issues while we still have the time. The

Top Five Regrets of the Dying gives hope for a better world. It is a courageous, life-changing

book that will leave you feeling more compassionate and inspired to live the life you are truly

here to live.
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The Westbrooks, “Wonderful book, would be perfect without 1 chapter. This book has so many

wonderful insights to share and the writing is gripping and your heartstrings are along for the

ride like it or not. I absolutely loved it and was already thinking of all the people I would

recommend it to when I got to the really dark chapter about her losing touch with reality and

basically planning her own suicide. Honestly it negated a lot of the beautiful things that had

been shared prior, and without much insight into WHY she was suddenly so depressed and

done with life (lots of vague illusions to a tough past) she mostly comes off as just plain whiny

and ungrateful. I nearly put the book down it was so bad. She did seem to redeem her original

message in the chapters following, but the book would have been complete and fantastic

without her sidebar woah is me tangent of destitution. If I recommend this book now I feel like I

have to add the caveat that the reader should skip that chapter. Otherwise I loved the content

and the messages passed on.”

West Coast King, “A must read book for everyone. Glad I came across this book. The lady

writing it worked with people who were slowly losing there life and pulled various regrets and

lessons she learned from them. If you can apply some of these before your own death your

likely going to live a much richer life. I definitely would recommend this book to everyone and

will probably gift it to people I know.”

Ned C. Holt, “Insightful, engaging, but no roll-up. The provides the unique insight of a person

that worked in the palliative care industry and was present at the end of many lives. The author

summarizes her experiences with each client in neat 15-20 page chapters that flow well. I



gained personally from her stories and could see parts of myself in many of the stories. I think

she spends a little too much time on her personal journey and not enough on encapsulating

the overall theme. There is no "tope five regrets" chapter at the end or roll-up. However, I

heartily recommend this book. You will be touched and changed by it's message.”

Liz Maddison, “Truly a journey was taken in this book. I've heard people mention this book over

the last few years and one day decided to get it and read it. It was a life lesson. The journey we

all take, towards the same destination. A beautiful way to teach us all how to live a fulfilled life

every day. I love this book”

Mrs B High Wycombe, “Search for a meaningful life and purpose.. The book is very much

about the author's search for a meaningful life. The work with the dying is part of this journey.

Given the title I was expecting more deep insights and valuable messages from the dying but

instead I found a story of deep compassion and loving for humanity and how the author was

impacted by working with the dying.”

MR G, “A book of depth and revelation. After working in palliative care for fifty years I was

absolutely delighted to read this book. It interweaves beautifully written accounts of the lives

and deaths of Bronnies patients. It also tells the story of Bronnies life. It has a book of love ,

compassion and hope.”

The book by Bronnie Ware has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 969 people have provided feedback.
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